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HISTEAM is a Non-profit Christian care organization established on 30 November 2007 with the mission to "work 
with other believers to transform the community, to act justly, love mercy and walk humbly with God." T.E.A.M. is 
the strategy adopted, through practical Training, Educating churches on biblical and social perspective, creating 
Awareness to love and have mercy, Mobilization of volunteers and children of GOD to offer Holistic Care Mission to 
the underprivileged community.

Origin of HISTEAM
Rev. Andrew Wong joined Yayasan Kajian Pembangunan dan Masyarakat (YKPM) as a social worker upon his 
graduation, serving among the Indian juvenile delinquency and single mothers, living mostly in the squatter areas. He 
noticed there were very few Christian social workers willing to serve this community and this situation has led him to 
ponder, "Why are Christians not willing to serve the poor?" 

In 2002, he came across an article by chance, "WATCHMEN'S FORUM 3" report published by NECF Malaysia. The 
data therein revealed that only 6% of Malaysian churches has regular community program involving poverty alleviation. 
Rev. Andrew Wong realized that to improve "Church's Caring Index", he must consciously preach messages on 
“caring for the poor” on the church pulpits calling on churches, especially the Chinese-speaking ones, to grow in their 
love and care for the sheep outside the sheep pen.

Towards end of 2006, Johor was hit with an unprecedented devastating flood and Kota Tinggi was the worst hit area.  
It was during this time that some Christians repeatedly urged Rev. Andrew Wong to organize relief operations to assist 
the disaster victims. With further encouragement and support from Pastor Lee Yen Ai, Rev. Andrew finally decided, 
to set up relief operations with his co-workers, to mobilize churches to act and respond to calls for disaster support. 
Hence, the birth of " Holistic Integrated Services Berhad" in the following year.

HISTEAM Ministry
Training  ▪ Micah Centre

Education ▪ Social Concern Certificate Courses 

  ▪ Diploma in Social Work

Awareness ▪ Sunday pulpit ministry  

  ▪ Social Concern Workshops 

  ▪ Malaysian Christian Holistic Care Conference

Mobilization ▪ 7979 Holistic Care Relief Network 

  ▪ Serve The East  

  ▪ Yuan Han Journeying Together 

Others 
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Words from CEO

Dreadful to waste this pandemic —— 
Fearfully receiving the outpouring 
of new wine

Looking back to 2021, despite having to adhere to strict 
SOP and adapting to new norms brought about by the 
unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic, HISTEAM have stayed 
firmly in its mission and continued to care for the needs of the 
community together with its 7979 partner churches throughout 
the nation. “3131 Healthy Church School” was organised to 
help and strengthen churches to move forward boldly amid the 
pandemic. We encountered God’s miraculous provision of five 
loaves and two fishes in our 7979 Crisis Intervention Aid and 
Manna Food Bank programmes. Little by little, step by step, 
together with churches, we also launched the new pandemic 
prevention strategy, setting up Quarantine Houses for the B40 
community who needed a place to be quarantined due to close 
contact with Covid infected patients. We witnessed with great 
joy, our 7979 partner churches committed to serve and reap 
the fruits of salvation among those families whom they helped. 

Jehovah our God is doing new things among us! I would like 
to put on record the beautiful things accomplished by God’s 
children, who always yearn for the beauty of God’s Kingdom, 
and determine only to please our almighty God. All glory to God.

3131 Healthy Church Seminar ——From physical 
to online classes, more than 380 pastors and leaders 
from over 110 churches and organisations participated 
in this seminar. At the beginning, we were concern that 
many will dropout along the way, as it is a long journey 
to commit to 30 online sessions over 6 semesters. But 
to our amaze, at the end of 4th semester, when Rev. 
James Shia decided to give extra class, more than 
150 new pastors and leaders responded to join the 
full-day seminar on “Building with one Heart”. We are 
truly astonished to witness how God moved the hearts 
of these pastors to respond to the call to renew and 

transform the churches.

7979 Holistic Care Relief Network ——With 
the pandemic lingering and the number of confirmed 
Covid-19 cases escalating, MCO had been extended 
multiple times that lasted for months under various 
phases. When we look at the enormous needs of 
those badly affected by the pandemic, we stand at the 
crossroads having to decide whether to help based on 
our ability or by faith. But God is faithful, allowing us to 
witness brothers, and sisters from all over the nation 
responded to the call and contributed generously, God 
is telling us, “Just do it”!
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In the month of August, when the confirmed Covid-19 cases 
hit the peak in our nation, we partnered with 18 churches 
from 10 cities, to set up 20 quarantine houses, to serve those 
from low-income group who are required to be quarantined 
due to close contact with infected ones. Our actions have not 
only provided safe quarantine places for the needy but also 
helped to ease government’s burden, and most importantly, 
did our part to curb the chain of Covid-19 infections. We are 
grateful for the prayers support and generous contributions 
from brothers and sisters for this program, this has once again 
demonstrated God’s faithfulness when we obey His call to 
care and love our neighbours.  

HISTEAM Compliance Pol icy and 
Declaration——Though we are small, every one 
of us in HISTEAM, from Director to Co-workers, are 
determined to adopt ethical practices and resolve to 
educate all our partner churches and contributors to 
stay away from corrupt practices, and to live the life 
worthy of “Sons & daughters of Light”. In March 2021, 
we launched and implemented the Anti-Corruption 
Policy, Anti-Money Laundering Policy and Whistle-
blowers Policy. Starting from ourselves, we will not 
tolerant any form of corrupt and unethical practices in 
our ministry. As we are a Holy Nation, we shall embrace 
values from Above, resolve to be good stewards, 
honouring our God, our donors, partner churches and 
community.

As we step into 14th year of our ministry, we thank God for 
using us – an ordinary yet obedient team, to start multiple new 
things in our beloved land. Ten months of MCO lockdown 
could not stop us from extending help to the afflicted ones. 
Various MCO restrictions for interstate travel could not stop 
our Micah School students to serve the cross-cultural groups. 
Virus variant could not stop us from setting up Quarantine 
Houses to serve those in need. The fallen angel could not stop 
churches to forge forward victoriously. Corrupt political arena 
could not stop our resolved and unwavering minds to live the 
life of the Kingdom of Light. 

Praise the Lord, we can’t help but to shout out to our God 
who called and helped us: “Our help is in the name of the 
LORD, the Maker of heaven and earth.” (Psalms 124:8)

Your Servant,
CEO of HISTEAM, Rev. Andrew Wong
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Online Social Concern 
Workshop-Elderly Care       
  3/6

In collaboration with Malaysia Bible 
Seminary and Hospital Ministry Re-
sources, a virtual workshop was or-
ganised with following speakers; Dr 
David Liong Ee Kian, Sis Goh Siew 
Hong, Prof. Dr. Tan Maw Pin, Nurse 
Foo Siew Eng and Rev Ooi Liang 

Social Justice Initiatives - Book Reading Club   
   January to September

Through reading, we encourage brothers and sisters to dream and get involve in 
social justice concerns initiatives. Up to September 2021, we had conducted 7 on-
line book reading sessions; read, review, and share on the book by Dr Tan Chong 
Tin; “Value to Bind and Build, a Reflection”. There were 10 participants in this book 
reading club.

公公公公公公公

Sunday Pulpit Ministry

Online Social Concern Workshop-Elderly Care 

   Awareness to Act Justly & with Compassion

Sunday Pulpit Ministry     All year long

Due to the Pandemic, most of the churches switched their Sunday services 
to online. We have preached a total of 49 Sermons in both physical and 
online weekend services on topics; “New Norm vs Old Norm” and “Believe 
Love, Spread Love, Practise Love”. 

The heart of Kingdom – Heart of Christ    August, September

The implementation of Movement Control Orders has restricted our visitation to 7979 partner churches; hence, we 
conducted few fellowship sessions with them after the virtual worship Services, sharing on the challenges, oppor-
tunities and new things learned during this pandemic. We had fellowships with Shalom Baptist Church (Penang), 
New Life Christian Fellowship JB, Southern Ipoh Presbyterian Church and Bukit Merah Lutheran Church (Ipoh) in 
the month of August and September.

Social Concern 
Education

Awareness & Education 

on Social Concerns 

Hung. A total of 160 participated in this workshop, which included students from social concern certificate 
Course, representatives from churches and other social concern organisations.

Major Events 
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Caregivers Alliance  10/3, 25/8

Alumni of our Social Concern Certificate Course gath-
ered online for time of fellowship and intercession. We 
continue to support and encourage these students, 
even after their graduation, in their journey of serving and 
caring ministries.

Social Concern Certificate Course                  
 Whole Year

Since 2013, HISTEAM and 
MBS had jointly offered the 
Social Concern Certificate 
Course with the objective 
to train more local or over-
sea full time caregivers to 
serve the underprivileged 

group. Due to the pandemic, 
the practical session for the 4th batch of students had to 
be postponed to 2022 while the 5th batch commenced 
their course in September with 20 students. 

Diploma in Social Work    Whole year

Five local social care organizations initiated this pro-
gram in 2017 with the objective to train more work-
ers for social works, to serve and build better com-
munity. This year, 24 students enrolled comprising 
of 17 part timers, 3 full timers and 4 audit students.

Online Social Concerns Workshop 
—— Addictions of modern Era and 
Mental Care　16/10

This workshop was jointly organised with MBS and 
New Page, with guest speakers; Pr Bryant Teo, 
Rev Lai Chi Han, Bro Bryan Leong and Sis Leong 
Ting Ting. A total of 90 from various churches, so-
cial organisations and certificate course students 
attended this workshop.

 3131 Healthy Church Seminar 

3131 Special Workshop   23/9

Specially organised to help pastors to use the 
book “Together We Build: A Developmental 
Guide for Church Pastoral Leadership Team”. 
Our guest speaker Rev. James Shia personally 
coached on how to use this book to draw up 
church annual planning. A total of 398 pastors 
and leaders joined this online workshop.

Addictions of modern Era and Self Care

5th Social Concern Certificate Course                  

4th Social Concern Certificate 
Course                  
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Feedback from Participants

“Hit the nail on the head” – the best word to 
describe Rev James Shia’s coaching. His in-
sight and understanding of healthy churches 
is awesome, especially during the session on; 
“Gold Shield vs Bronze”, I realized that very of-
ten, we are busy at religious activities instead 
of buidling life. —— Elder Kang, Saving Grace 
Presbyterian Church 

One of Rev James Shia’s class; “Eight Dimen-
sion of Church Building”, reminded us of the 
importance of building and developing church 
teams!  In addition, he gave us a macro view 
with practical step to build a church with vision 
according to God’s will. —— Rev. Foo Moy 
Peng (KG112 Kingdom for Glory)

With the vision to help churches to grow towards 
healthy and with enhanced concerns in social care, 
HISTEAM organised the “3131 Healthy Church Seminar” 
for pastors and church leaders. Rev James Shia, 
from Chinese Christian Evangelistic Association (CCEA), 
Taiwan is the speaker for this online seminar which was 
conducted over 6 semesters with 30 sessions. 

公公公公公公公公公公公公 公公公公公

Southeast Asian 
Church, 3

Evangelical 
Organization, 6

Northern Region, 10

Central 
region, 27

Southern region, 27

East Coast 
Church, 6

Sabah 
Church, 18

Sarawak 
Church, 11

Future Plan

 “3131 Healthy Church Fellowship” Facebook Group was formed 
where we can continue to share relevant information on the 
topic and interact with the church leaders. We welcome liked-
minded church leaders to join us. We plan to organize regional 
interactive fellowships bi-monthly, so that we can share, support, 
and encourage one another throughout our journey of building 
healthy churches.  

Delayed twice!
Originally sscheduled to be held in 2020 in KL and Kota Kinabalu, this 
seminar had to be postponed twice due to Covid-19. Although we were 
still grappling with the pandemic in 2021, we decided to commence the 
Seminar online. Despite having delayed twice, it finally worked out well as 
the original physical class could only accommodate 100 pax per venue, 
but with online sessions, we managed to break the physical constraints 
by hosting 382 pastors and leaders from 108 churches and organisations 
from across the country. 

Together We Build: A Developmental Guide 
for Church Pastoral Leadership Team
In August 2021, HISTEAM published the Chinese Simplified Version of “To-
gether We Build: A Developmental Guide for Church Pastoral Leadership 
Team” by Rev James Shia.  This is a practical guide for pastors and church 
leaders to continue learning as they build and grow their churches to be 
healthy and strong.
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HISTEAM and Malaysia Bible Seminary jointly started “Social 
Concern Certificate Course” in year 2013 with the aim of training 
more caregivers to serve the underprivileged community, equip 
Chinese Churches to respond to the great commission, obey the 
great commandment, to be involved in community services to 
help, care, and serve the local community.

After the 1st Semester, I found this 
course to be useful for me, especially 
the practical session where I learnt to 
listen and handle emergency cases.  
However, I have a bit of difficulty in 
the theory classes. It was fun to study 
together in groups via discussions and 
support each other.

Bro Tony Lee (5th Batch of SCCC)

Even though it was tiring after two 
weeks of intensive learning, but I had no 
regrets. The lecturers keep bringing us 
back to Bible, leading us to understand 
social works from Biblical perspective. I 
also learnt to offer Grace before Truth, 
and when there are differing views, 
do not scold or criticise others.  We 
need to listen first, be their friend, build 
rapport and lead them to the Truth. 

Sis Emelia Ting (5th Batch of SCCC)

      Future Plan     

The enrolment for 5th Batch is still open, student may join 2nd 
semester in February 2022.  We look forward to having more students 
from Kuching and Miri enrolled for the course. 

4th Batch graduation delayed

Batch 4 of 20 students that begun 
their course in September 2019 had 
completed their final semester in March 
2021. However, due to the pandemic 
and MCO, they had to defer their 
practical session until situations permit 
their involvement with selected social 
organisations. We foresee this batch will 
have their graduation in 2022.

5th Batch commenced 

5th batch of 20 students commenced their 1st semester on 27th 
September 2021 via online. This year, the students came from Sarawak, 
Johor, Penang, Pahang, Malacca, and Selangor. For 2nd semester, if 
situation permits, peninsular students will be back to class at MBS while, 
East Malaysia students will go to their respective learning centres in Miri 
and Kuching. The classes will be conducted concurrently where students 
from the 3 learning sites can still interact and fellowship virtually.

Social Care Ambassador 

In September 2021, we have appointed 9 Ambassadors from; Kuching, 
Miri, Johor Bahru, Batu Pahat, Kuantan and Seremban, to help in promoting 
this Social Concern course to various social organizations throughout the 
country.

This year,

11 Caregivers from Social Care Organizations

9 brothers and sisters from churches
signed up for the 5th batch of Social Concern Certificate Course.

Total students of this course (since 2013)

Caregivers

Brothers & 
Sisters

56

58

11

9

8

SOCIAL CONCERN 
CERTIFICATE COURSE

4th Social Concern Certificate Course

5th Social Concern Certificate Course
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www.7979.org.my   7979onFB   info.7979@histeam.org.my

  Family Crisis Intervention Assistance 019-792 7979   •  Companionship Service 013-791 7979 •  

Manna Food Bank 010-7979 919 

Networking with Malaysian Churches to promote 
and establish a network of holistic care relief, 
which involve in crisis intervention, family care, 
community services care and disaster care response.

Ministry Strategies
By partnership with churches, we established 7979 Holistic Care Station to serve 

poor families in the community. HISTEAM provides supports as below:

Volunteer's 
trainings

(professional and practical)

Program 
planning
(consultation and inte-

gration)

Resource 
sharing

(finance and materials)

Support programs
Major 

disaster 
response

Family 
crisis in-

tervention 
assistance

Underpriv-
ileged chil-
dren com-
panionship 

class

Manna 
Food Bank

Community 
emergency 

relief

Holistic Care Relief Network
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Our 7979 ministries have changed dramatically through the Covid-19 
pandemic, bringing with it plenty of obstacles and opportunities. From the first 
day of 2021 when we responded to the flood disaster, we had to embrace the 
pandemic preventive measures and SOP during the relief operations. We are 
thankful to God for His protection over our volunteers, from infections during 
the entire relief operations, while helping the disaster victims and supplying 
aids to them.     

With the pandemic continued to take a heavy toll on our nation, triggering further 
lockdowns implemented in May, our Manna Food Bag distribution protocols 
had to keep changing following the prevailing MCO and SOP imposed. We are 
grateful to all our partner churches and regional representatives involved, for 
the spirit of unity displayed, and adhering to strict SOP, ensuring all delivery 
of food bags were done in safe and timely manner.  

When “The White Flag Movement” was raised in May, it attracted more public 
attention on those who needed help in our community and consequently, 
greater number of the public and churches began to be acquainted with 
our Manna Food Bank ministry, and more donations began to flow into our 
ministry fund.  We are very thankful to God for this outcome. New records 
were set in terms of numbers of aid recipients and churches involved in this 
ministry. Although the pandemic lockdowns had restrained the movement of 
people, but it could not lockup the loving hearts of the churches.   

This year, we had also successfully switched our physical Volunteer Training 
to online; it enabled us to train more volunteers from different places to receive 
concurrent training within a short period of time. Online training is the future 
trend, prayerfully, God will extend our territory with more volunteers received 
training beyond the constraints of physical locations and time.    

In responding to the “Pandemic Precautions and Prevention” program, 
we launched the “7979 – Love. Quarantine House”. This is to encourage 
churches to utilize their unoccupied church buildings or premises to set up 
safe quarantine houses, to host those B40 group who became close contacts 
but cannot afford, and unable to self-quarantine at home. This program also 
assisted to curb the infection chain and reduce the stress on our nation’s 
medical structure.     

For the coming year, we will stay focus in enhancing the quality of our services, 
strengthening our technologies in volunteer training and case management 
system application. Together with our partner churches, we shall go deeper 
in our caring ministry to realise our 10 years plan [2017-2026].    

10
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7979 Volunteer (Visitation) Training    Oct. 2020 till Sept. 2021

Due to Pandemic, 7979 Volunteer (Visitation) Trainings had to be conducted online. From Oct. 2020 till Sept. 
2021, we had organised 9 training sessions. (2 Revision Trainings and 7 New Trainings) 

7979 Term Meeting   24/4，28/8

Technology Enhances People Helping Skill

Genogram and Ecomap are the two common case management visual evaluation methods. Through Term 
Meetings, volunteers learnt to assess and observe the initial condition of aid recipient, and able to quickly 
identify their needs. We have also launched “Your Good Partner in Transforming Community” on Google Sites.    

The Church is a Blessing to Special Children Families

Under the 7979 programs, there are some families we served are with special children and these families 
are facing greater challenges when compared to other underprivileged families. Our speaker shared with 60 
volunteers on how to minister to these special children and their families and he further stressed that taking 
care of special children is a common responsibility of the entire community.   

7979 Virtual Challenge “COVID Life”    16-30/9

Our 2nd 7979 Online Challenger Camp successfully recruited 131 teams with 262 participants from across 
the nation. This is a 3 days’ program of poverty experience; it is also a fund-raising activity for underprivileged 
families. Praise the Lord, with joint effort of everyone, we managed to raise more than RM500k to support the 
7979 programs.

11

Major Events 
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Major Disaster Response

“Build the Ark before the Storm”, 
In house Disaster Risk Reduction and Mitigation Training

 Aug. to Oct.

Global warming is the main cause of more rampant disasters. We organised 8 
training sessions to equip our volunteers in responding to disasters.   

“Disaster Risk Reduction and Mitigation
Discussion Forum ” 
Google Sites platform    1 year term

Experienced volunteers and mentors in various fields shared weekly updates 
with our volunteers on latest news, forms, resources, and articles relating to 
disasters. This is an online learning resource platform to help our volunteers to 
be regularly updated with current risk mitigations information.     

Underprivileged Children Companionship Class

White Shoes Donation    Feb.

Port Klang Gospel Hall received 200 pairs of primary school white shoes donated 
by a benefactor, and they decided to bless the children of 7979 Companionship 
classes. A total of 75 students from 14 Companionship Classes benefited from 
this donation. These children go to school joyfully putting on their new white 
shoes!   

Pandemic Prevention Hygiene Pack    March

Before reopening the Companionship Classes, 7979 had allocated 35 boxes 
of face masks, 74 packets of wet tissues and 10 bottles of sanitizer to 8 
Companionship Classes. We take this opportunity to thank donors of these 
hygiene packs. Besides prevention awareness, the children were taught to care 
for the environment as well.  

“Chameleon Education” Book Reading Club   
 once a month

2Since April 2021, 13 Companionship teachers joined the second round of 
“Chameleon Education”, Book Reading Club. Through reading, teachers will 
share, review, reflect to improve their teaching methodology to suit the current 
and post pandemic environment.       

Subsidies and Fund Raising for Second-hand computers      
 Jan, Aug.

In January, HISTEAM and 7979 Holistic Care Stations jointly organised to source 
for cheap computers, and we successfully purchased 22 units of computer for 
children of Companionship Classes.

 In August, Love Eternal Charity Association, helped us to raise funds to buy 
computers for 4 Companionship Class Families.      

Subsidies and Fund Raising for Second-
hand computers      

White Shoes Donation

“Chameleon Education” Book Reading Club   
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Teachers Training Camp     1-2/6

Our 7th Teachers Training Camp was held online, 
attended by 64 teachers from 14 care stations. 
We invited Teacher Tan Nyong Moon from, The 
Bridge Communication Bhd. to share. Using 
the pictorial books, teachers learned how to tell 
animated story, communicating correct values to 
listeners and acquired better understanding of 
children’s thoughts and thus able to shape their 
discernment ability.           

Manna Food Bank
Logistic Distribution    Bimonthly

We have 8 Logistic Distribution Points, located at: Seremban, Penang Island, Bkt. 
Mertajam, Ipoh, Kuantan, Alor Setar, Sandakan and Kota Kinabalu. A total of 69 Care 
Stations participated in this Manna Food Bags distributions program for 6 times a year. 
Gave away 3202 bags of Manna Food Bags, each worth RM200.     

2021 National Regional Representative Conference  2021 19/6

35 regional representatives from 8 Distribution Points attended the online conference. 
With the expansion of Manna Food Bank ministry and COVID-19 pandemic effect, the 
number of cases we served is on the rise, resulting in more challenges in our resource 
management and operations. Regional Representative’s service area includes 
Volunteer Mobilisation, Resource Management, Intercessory Prayer and Program 
Promotion. Each region will set their own 2 years goals and formulate strategies to 
serve as per plans.

Manna Food Bank Training for beginners   10/7，14/8 

The first online training was held in July. Two training sessions had attracted 187 
participants from 46 centres of 7979 Holistic Care Stations. Through our newly added 
tool “Food Insecurity Experience Scale”, it has enhanced our volunteers’ assessment 
skills on aid applicants, enabling them to identify who are those genuinely needed food 
supplies, or other form of assistance.     

“Online Companionship Class Want You” Online Discussion Forum    31/7

A total of 29 Companionship Class teachers participated, shared and discussed the realignment, strategies, time 
management, student allocation, teaching platform and live coaching, etc. Through this Forum, we are hopeful to 
open more online Companionship Classes, so that we can continue to provide support to more underprivileged 
children.  

Logistic Distribution - Kuantan

Logistic Distribution - Ipoh

Logistic Distribution - Seremban Logistic Distribution - Sandakan

Teachers Training Camp in June

Logistic Distribution - Penang
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Mobilize trained volunteers of 7979 Holistic Care Stations 
to visit the under privilege families  in the community who 
are hit by unexpected crisis, to provide spiritual care and 
distribute Crisis Intervention Fund of RM200 to RM300 
monthly (over a period of between 1 to 4 months).

Oct. 2020 to Sept. 2021

RM236,445.40
Crisis Intervention Funds were 

handed out to these affected families

236 
financially disadvantaged families 
were given subsidies and Care  

Penang 
72 cases

Perlis
2 cases

Klang Valley 
48 casesN.Sembilan

1 cases

Johor
31 cases

Sabah
20 cases

Perak
19 cases

Pahang
16 cases

Kedah
11 cases

Kelantan
2 cases

Sarawak
14 cases

7979 Holistic Care Stations 
and cases distribution 

Among the underprivileged families that we 
served, 76.3% are jobless, mainly due to 
handicapped/injuries/serious illnesses (30%) 
and pandemic effect (22.2%)   

 State No. of 
Cases 

Penang 72 

Klang 
Valley 48

Johor  31

Sabah 20

Perak 19 

Pahang 16 

 State No. of 
Cases

Sarawak 14 

Kedah 11 

Kelantan 2 

Perlis 2 

Negeri 
Sembilan 1 

Total 
Cases 236

On 1st June 2021, when our government implemented nationwide MCO again, 
many of the underprivileged families who were in recovering process experienced 

another blow in their financial hardships. Accordingly, there is a steep increase in the number of 
applications for Crisis Intervention Fund between June and August.    

Monthly Serviced Numbers and New Application 
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New Application

Family Crisis 
Intervention Assistance
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Testimony
The Long-Awaited Rain After a Long Drought

On the day when I visited this family, 
as I parked my car and walked 
towards the house, my initial worry 
was how to encourage and comfort 
this distressed family.  Unexpectedly, 
I saw smiles on their faces when I 
arrived. They shared with me how 
the church has cared and helped 

them, which included applying for Family Crisis Intervention Fund.

Mother Siew Hua (pseudonym) works as a temporary worker in a restaurant. 
Father is a construction worker with unstable income. Their 20 years old 
daughter Xiao Mei (pseudonym) suffered kidney illnesses, undergoing 
dialysis for the past 5 years. As she must do dialysis every Wednesday, she 
can’t take up any normal job. Their youngest son can’t work too, for he has 
an impaired sole, unable to stand for too long. As a result, this family earn 
their living by taking up some petty jobs that allow them to work from home. 
They barely survive with this meagre income.   

Due to Movement Control Order (MCO), Mdm. Siew Hua and her husband’s 
income were gravely affected. At the same time, their daughter’s dialysis 
treatment was switched to another hospital further away from home, requiring 
higher transportation cost that worsened their already bad financial situation.

Abundant Grace Kepong AG, one of 7979 Holistic Care Stations, has been 
offering care and visitation from time to time. During MCO, the church 
continues to care for this family, and it was through the phone calls, that they 
discovered this family’s predicament. The church helped them to apply for 4 
months of financial aids from 7979 Crisis Intervention Fund. This financial aid 
is like rain in the desert, providing great relieve and helped them to withstand 
the crisis.       

Siew Hua and her family is not out of financial hardship, but they are facing 
it with positive and thankful heart as the church continues to offer care, 
encouragement, and companionship.   

Read complete testimony at: https://www.7979.org.my/emagazine2106/03

Vision
For 2022, we plan to provide 
pre-recorded training Lessons, 
for volunteers of 7979 Holistic 
Care Station who wish to refresh 
and revise some lessons in “7979 
Volunteer Visitation Training” 
or to train new volunteers. 
Meanwhile, 7979 will also provide 
“In Depth Training Series” to 
upski l l  the volunteers’ case 
management ability, support 
them to find solutions to help the 
aid recipients and enhance their 
relationship management.   

15
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The Underprivileged children refers to children from financially disadvantaged families (B40); 
such as single parents, and those under the care of grandparents, slow learner, orphans, etc. 

Through the companionship classes set up by 7979 Holistic Care network, 
these children in our neighbourhood, get to receive guidance in their school homework, 

life coaching and family care services from our trained volunteers.

Companionship Class Operation Condition

The pandemic has impacted the running of the companionship classes especially when 
“FMCO (Full Movement Control Order)” was implemented in May. Ten (10) of the Class-
es immediately suspended its operations while 4 managed to switch to online. Sub-
sequently, another 2 companionship classes also managed to switch to online. Although 
the rest of the companionship classes have temporary ceased operation, the teachers 
continue to provide guidance to these children’s schoolwork and provide food supplies 
to their families.       

Companionship Classes 

Online Companionship Classes 

Oct. 2020 till Sept. 2021

14
Children Companionship 

Classes received 
subsidies

177
underprivileged children 

received support

RM132,913.74 
in the form of subsidies was paid out

Oct, 2020 Nov, 2020 Dec, 2020 Jan, 2021 Feb, 2021 Mar, 2021 Apr, 2021 May, 2021 June, 2021 July, 2021 Aug, 2021 Sept, 2021

Companionship class for 
underprivileged children 
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Online Companionship Classes

Some of the 7979 Holistic Care Station Companionship Classes teachers managed 
to switch to using Zoom or WhatsApp to video call the children to guide them in their 
schoolwork, they also used Google Classroom to check on their homework. In the 
beginning, teachers patiently taught children how to use online tools, ensuring they 
can complete their school assignments.  Teachers also adjusted Companionship 
class timing to suit children’s school online schedule and Wi-Fi condition. Besides 
that, teachers also spend time to chat with the children, occasionally, also share 
cooking video link to their family members, teaching them new cooking recipe and 
build rapport with their parents.

Thank you for not giving up on me

Xiao Hao (pseudonym) attends Johor Jaya Vision Church’s Companionship class. 
The church got to know him through delivery of food aid to his house and enrolled 
him. At that time, he was in standard 4. He enjoyed learning and studying together 
with the other children, he is no longer lonely and felt the love and care of the teach-
ers. Although he still misbehaved at times, but he always finished his schoolwork on 
time. Within 1 year, Xiao Hao shown marked improvement in his exam results that 
moved him from 27th position to 10th in his class.   

Due to some unfortunate happenings at home, Xiao Hao was forced to change to 
different schools twice. He lost interest in his studies and his academic performance 
dropped drastically. Thankfully, his Companionship Class teachers did not give up 
on him, they continued to assist him throughout the journey till secondary school; 
the church helped the family throughout those difficult years. After many struggles, 
the family’s financial situation began to improve, they received Christ as their Lord 
and finally got baptised.

10 years had passed, Xiao Hao is the only boy from the first batch of Companionship 
Class who did not drop out from school. 

Read the complete testimony at: https://www.7979.org.my/emagazine2103/03

Vision

After our efforts to raise awareness and concern on child abuse over the past 2 years, 
we finally established “Child Protection Policy” in all the Companionship Classes. This has 
improved teachers and caregivers’ knowledge on child protection and helped churches to 
apply such policy in their other ministry. 

For 2022, we plan to computerise the attendance list and other application forms, so that 
data collected can be analysed for improvement purposes. Meanwhile, our plan to com-
mence Companionship Class for secondary students, aged between 13 and 18, had to be 
postponed to next year due to the pandemic.   
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Poor and under privilege families are the weakest group 
in the society. We believe the Manna food package worth 
about RM200 distributed every two months (over a period 
of 1 year) could help to relieve their financial burden and 
allow them to use the money saved on food for other urgent 
needs, such as medical treatment or children’s education.

Assisted family's status

▪ The average monthly income per household is 
RM769.56

▪ 96.22%of households have incomes below 
the Poverty Line Income (PLI) level.

▪ Single parents (including widow or divorcee), 
loss of main source of income accounted for 
29.15%, and elderly who live alone, account-
ed for 14.98%

Personal Delivery

Between 2017 to 2021, 73 centres of 7979 Holistic Care 
Stations mobilized more than 300 volunteers to personally 
delivered Manna food bags to financially disadvantaged families 
on 26 occasions.

We opened our first distribution point at Seremban in 2017, Manna 
food bags are prepared and collected by volunteers, and then 
delivered to those families personally. 

Presently, we have 8 distribution points located at, Seremban, 
Penang Island, Bukit Mertajam, Ipoh, Kuantan, Alor Setar, 
Sandakan and Kota Kinabalu. To date, 6339 food bags have 
been distributed, benefiting 967 under privilege families.

The total cost of the Manna Food Bag 
distributed over the past one year was 
RM405,729.26 (87.90%) and the esti-
mated market value of the donated supplies 
was RM55,854.53 (12.10%), combined 
to a total value of RM461,58.79. A total of 
3,203 Manna Food Bags were distributed 
throughout the year, with an average value of 
RM152.69 per bag. (Note: Operating and 
administrative costs are not shown here.)

Total value of 
Manna Food Bag

RM405,729.26

RM55,854.53

Donated Supplies公   公   Total Expenses

Oct. 2020 till Sept. 2021

741
financially disadvantaged 

families were assisted

benefiting 

2591
peaple

69
centres of 7979 Holistic Care 

Stations participated

delivered

3203
food bags

worth a total of

RM461,583.79
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Captain Oats, sailing to under privilege families
We are glad to receive a perennial sponsorship from Federal Oats Mills Sdn. Bhd 
providing nutritious oats to disadvantaged families through Manna Food Bags. A 
total of 1,300 packs of oats were donated throughout the year, benefiting more than 
700 Manna beneficiary families in various distribution points in West Malaysia.

Kuok Foundation Bhd & Lions Club International district 308B2, Malaysia 
region 2, Hand in hand to help the disadvantaged
Kuok Foundation Bhd's regular food distribution throughout the year has helped 
many disadvantaged families in Northern Malaysia. As Lions Club International Dis-
trict 308B2 Malaysia Region 2 became the intermediary, our Manna Food Bank was 
fortunate to receive 98 donated supplies, which were distributed to 98 Manna under 
privilege families in Northern Malaysia in January.

être Patisserie Bake the aroma of love
Thanks to être Patisserie, in the spirit of giving back to the community, they made a 
special package of bread for sale and donated the profits to fund the Manna Food 
Bank to purchase basic food and daily necessities. A total of 10 food packages were 
purchased and distributed to Manna beneficiary families at Ipoh in March.

Makan Kongsi 2.0 Resource sharing saves communities 
Makan Kongsi 2.0, a project jointly organized by the social enterprise, The Good 
Kitchen and the human rights organization Engage, are responsible for fund-raising 
through Bersih's supervision, to support various non-governmental organizations 
relief groups. Manna Food Bank is blessed to be one of the beneficiaries, with a total 
of RM18,200.00 received to help our Manna beneficiaries in Sandakan and Kota 
Kinabalu during the Pandemic in July.

Waz Lian Foundation & Hotel Sentral Group 
In June 2021, when the “White Flag Movement” emerged in Malaysia, The Waz 
Lian Foundation generously responded to the needs of the community by donating 
280 supplies packages to Manna Food Bank which was subsequently distributed to 
Manna beneficiary families in September.

Thanks for the support, donations and sponsorship from the following organizations and indi-
viduals, enabling more under privilege families to receive the food aids

Corporate / Organization Ind iv idua ls
Nirwana Hypermarket Sdn. Bhd Mr. Tan Chee Seng and friends

Farms Sdn Bhd Mr. Stanley

Ken Chong Food Industries Sdn. Bhd Mdm Chin

QL Agroventures Sdn. Bhd 黄莲花女士

LOHAS 林可铭牧师

Prolific Quality Sdn Bhd 黄侯民传道

鲜汇 Mr. Sky Soo and friends

Quality Hero Corporation Sdn Bhd Ms Julia Koo

Kinabalu Pharmacy 公公公公 De Angel Team

Agri Bioculture Venture Sdn Bhd Ms Jo Lau

STF Agriculture Sdn Bhd 范志兴夫妇

The Bountiful Eye Foundation

New H Group

槟榔屿韩江中学妇女组

万里望爱心之家老人院 (Persatuan Kebajikan Love and Care           
                                    Menglembu Perak)

Charity Events                                     
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Vision

In 2022, we plan to consolidate the service team at the distribution points to have four volunteers from 
each district, to handle various comprehensive operation and duties. If there are more manpower, 
resources, and suitable warehouses are made available, we plan to open a new distribution point in 
another city, so that more underprivileged families can be blessed with Manna Food aids. In addition, 
we also plan to implement the “Online Case Management System (CMS)” to help 7979 Holistic Care 
Stations to better manage the cases with greater efficiency.

NOT ABANDONED

This is a very poor family that do not have a refrigerator or sofa sets in their house. On the day when 7979 
volunteers from Malaysia Life Baptist Church arrived to distribute the Manna food bag, they found out that 
they could not get near to their house.

"When we reached the Taman, we saw the entrance was guarded by high barbed wire fences and heavy 
chains," a volunteer recalled. He immediately called the Manna food bag recipient, only to learn that the area 
has been placed under Enhanced Movement Control Order (EMCO). Feeling helpless, the team left that area 
to proceed with distributing Manna food bags to other families.

As they left, the volunteers felt disturbed and concern that without the food aids, this family might be in dire 
situation, so they decided to return to the Taman before sunset. They asked the family to send their children 
to a designated spot at the barricaded perimeter where the volunteers handed the food items one by one 
through the barbed wire. The children then packed the food items into a box and carried home. Looking at 
the children’s grateful expression across the barbed wire fencing, the volunteers were overwhelmed with 
sadness, and they were deeply moved by the whole incident.

With a subsequent follow-up phone call, the volunteers learned that this family of eight were all infected by 
Covid-19. The youngest child was only 7 years old. Thankfully, since end of 2020, the Church has begun to 
support and despatch Manna Food Bag to them and throughout the pandemic and even during EMCO, the 
Church did not abandon them.
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As the Chinese saying goes;
 “Nature has unpredictable weather, 
Human has unpredictable mishaps”, 
any unforeseen major disaster can cause 
great harm to the affected community, 
but the poor will be the hardest hit. 
Churches are neighbours to their communities; 
whenever major disaster strikes; 
they must respond and 
bring hope to the community.          

2021 Disaster Response  
Peninsula Great Flood

On 1st day of 2021, the Northeast Monsoon brought heavy rainfall 
to East coast of Peninsular for consecutive days causing floods 
in many parts of Johore, Pahang, Terengganu, and Kelantan. On 
January 9, volunteers from Glad Tidings Church PJ and HISTEAM 
co-workers formed a 15-members relief team and headed to 
Temerloh. The team was guided by volunteers from Temerloh 
Gospel Chapel and successfully cleaned and disinfected 19 houses 
in Mentakab and Temerloh in 3 days. After that, the volunteers from 
Temerloh Gospel Chapel distributed hygiene kits and food bags to 
the poor families and discovered more houses that were affected by 
the flood. Therefore, on January 15, volunteers from Kuantan came 
to help cleaned and disinfected another 7 houses and distributed 
rice and dry foods to 32 poor flood victims.

On January 10, 2021, a team of volunteers from Glorious Grace 
Presbyterian Church, Taman Tas Presbyterian Church, Adonai 
Centre, Good News Baptist Church, and Shalom Fellowship 
helped Kemaman Presbyterian Church to clean and disinfect 13 
houses. They also did visitation to identify families that need further 
assistance. On January 12, another team from Glorious Grace 
Presbyterian Church, Adonai Centre, Good News Baptist Church, 
Christian Praise Centre, and KBM participated in Kemaman Love 
Action 2.0 to clean 6 houses and distributed rice and dry foods to 
30 poor flood victims.

On January 14, 2021, 5 Orang Asli villages in Kahang were flooded 
and the access roads to the villages were cut off. Kluang Baptist 
Church sent food supplies to 148 families in the villages that have 
benefitted 602 people.

On January 27, 2021. Triang Christian Church, sent food supplies to 
690 families in 5 the Orang Asli villages. 

COVID-19

Application for “7979 Covid-19 Special Assistance” 
was opened to non-7979 partner churches so that 
they can help the poor and underprivileged families in 
their community that are affected by the pandemic.  

In January we had a special program of supporting 
Penang Quarantine Centre, other than monetary 
donation, Malaysia Union of Mission Mobilisation 
(MUMM) sponsored 50 sets of PPE, Watchman 
International Network (WIN) sponsored 2500 packets 
of 10gm high quality Stingless Bee Honey, Alpro 
Pharmacy and Ee-Lian Enterprise (M) Sdn Bhd gave 
special discount on 1200 sticks of Vit. C and 1200 of 
Bento Boxes. 

Later, in the month of August, the sharp increase in 
infected Covid-19 cases caused the medical system 
in Malaysia to experience unprecedented tension, we 
decided to set up “7979 Love. Quarantine House” 
program and encouraged churches to set up “7979 
Love Quarantine House” in their community for those 
who needed to be quarantined but unable to find a 
safe place to do so. This is also to curb the chain of 
infection in the family or community, thus releasing 
some burden of our nation’s medical system. Thank 
God, we managed to set up 20 such Quarantine 
Houses in Alor Setar, Bkt. Mertajam, Perai, Ipoh, Klang 
Valley, Malacca, Yong Peng, Kuantan, Kota Kinabalu 
and Sandakan, participated by 17 churches (including 
HISTEAM) with estimated 43 rooms being used.        

Meanwhile, we were blessed to receive donation of 43 
units of 5L Oxygen Concentrators and its spare parts, 
500 pieces of oximeters, 10,000 pieces of face masks 
and 1,000 pieces of PPE, large amount of these were 
despatched to Sabah which is greatly lacking in good 
medical supplies to support the local churches in their 
pandemic prevention efforts. 

Major Disaster Response 
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Community Emergency Relief

Support churches to intervene in emergency 
incidents (such as: storm, fire, or flood) that 
occurred in their community, so that churches 
may become their neighbours and bring hope to 
the community. 

Response Operations in 2021  

•	 On 24th Mac, through Borneo Evangelical 
Mission we supported 8 fire victim households 
at Kg. Pa’Derong, Bario to rebuild their houses, 
and purchase of bedroom furniture and kitchen 
utensils.   

•	 On	 21st	 July,	 through	 Neighbours	 Global	
Network we intervened and helped 11 households 
that were suffering from food shortage, by 
providing them with food aid. 

22

Vision

During monsoon switching period between September and October, 
Sabah had an unusual heavy rainfall resulted in severe flood. 

For year 2022, we hope that churches in Sabah would acknowledge 
and commit to Community Based Disaster Risk Management 
(CBDRM), to reduce agriculture damages, financial loss and even 
loss of lives caused by common disasters such as: storm, fire, and 
flood. We also plan to set up Disaster Response and Management 
Centre in Kota Kinabalu to strengthen the capability of local 
churches to respond to disasters.             
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Together with God’s children, we serve the indigenous people, 
the marginalized group in our land.

 

EMPOWERMENT: Empower the Indigenous churches in finance and education.

AWARENEss: Share with Chinese speaking churches the vision of “Yuan-Han Journeying together”

sUPPORT: Enable Chinese speaking churches to collaborate to support the Indigenous churches

TRAININg: Equip Chinese speaking churches to involve in caring mission

Ministry 
Strategies

Micah Centre  
  mymicahcentre 
 info.ste@histeam.org.my
 010-2162602 / 012-4240118 

Serve The East
histeam.org.my
info.ste@histeam.org.my
 010-2162602 / 012-4240118

@ @
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Serve the East Yuan Han Journeying Together

Empowerment

Kelas Teman 
Baca

Awareness

Yuan-Han Journeying 
Together”Virtual Vi-
sion Casting / Prayer

Exposure Trip and 
Short-term Mission Trip

STE Bulletin

Support

Rural Preschool 
Ministry

Training

Micah Centre

Serve 
The East 

Yuan-Han 
Journeying
Together
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To help the children of God to learn about the indigenous people and their 
history, we started the bi-monthly online vision casting cum praying 
meeting. The participants learnt about Yuan-Han Journeying Together from 
different speakers. This also prepare and help churches to respond dutifully to 
the needs of the indigenous people.

Meanwhile, we also watchfully pray for the challenges face by the vulnerable 
indigenous people. We believe that what we can’t do, in God all things are 
possible. He can protect the indigenous people from hunger and disease. The 
release of bi-monthly digital “sTE Bulletin” aims to share the concept of 
“Yuan-Han Journeying Together” and the status of the ministry to the Chinese 
churches, so that all stakeholders receive timely updates regarding the welfare of 
the indigenous people.

Kelas Teman Beca was badly affected by the pandemic. One class decided 
to suspend until the pandemic improves while another class will continue to be 
held to assist the indigenous students in groups. The 9 pre-school education 
centres are operating as usual. However, when our country implemented the 
nationwide FMCO in June, all classes were suspended till today.

In July, we received several calls for help from indigenous pastors in interior 
Sabah. We learned that the pastors had to take unpaid leave and were facing 
financial crisis and food shortages. Furthermore, few villages faced the outbreak 
of Covid-19 and had to be placed under lockdown, restricting their movements 
and were in dire need of food assistance. Thankfully, through referral and 
collaboration with “Makan Kongsi 2.0”, we provided food assistance for 95 
pastors and 518 indigenous families.

We welcomed 8 freshmen to the 4th Micah training Centre in April. During the 
pandemic, we had to made lots of adjustments to our original plans and training 
schedules, but the courses went on smoothly.

Prayerfully, when the pandemic improves next year, we can roll out several 
program and courses such as, Basic digital, leadership training and 
bee farming to empower the indigenous people to increase their income and 
enhance their leadership skills. In term of financial aids, we plan to establish an 
indigenous people emergency fund, and pay indigenous pastor teaching 
allowance. We will also offer an online study “When Helping Hurts”, to train 
Chinese churches to be more effective in their ministry to the indigenous people.

The pandemic 
continued to wreck our 
nation in 2021

preventing us from 
visiting the indigenous 
people in the inner part 
of Sabah. But this could 
not stop the Chinese 
churches from their 
desire to learn and 
serve them.

24
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Micah Centre
Micah Centre 3rd online graduation ceremony      3/1

The 3rd Micah training was concluded on 31 December 2020. Praise the Lord, all 6 
trainees successfully completed their training with a graduation ceremony held virtually on 
3 January 2021.

3rd online testimony sharing session      January, February

Two online testimony sharing sessions were held where the 6 trainees from the 3rd Micah 
training program shared their life testimony. It was also an opportunity to promote and 
recruit for the 4th Micah training program.

The commencement of the 4th Micah Training      21/4

There were 8 trainees from West Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak enrolled into the 4th train-
ing program. Around 70 pastoral leaders, brothers and sister were invited to the virtual 
opening ceremony on 24 April to bless the trainees.

Yuan-Han Journeying Together 
Vision Sharing prayer meeting   15/4, 31/5, 19/7, 13/9

Once every two months, different speakers were invited to share about the needs and chal-
lenges faced by the indigenous people, and to convey the concept of Yuan-Han journeying 
together. Together, we also commit in prayers, the needs of the indigenous people during 
the virtual prayer meetings which has an average attendance of around 40.

Online visitation (Hong Kong Whampoa Church)      10/8

Together with 9 pastoral leaders from Hong Kong Whampoa Church, we had an online vis-
itation and fellowship. We shared about the ministries and needs of the indigenous people 
in Sabah, and the visions of Micah Centre.

3rd online testimony sharing session 
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Micah 4 days 3 nights Mission Camp    21-24/6

The purpose of this Mission Camp was to train the trainees to courageously face any challenges in their 
lives. Besides sharing of sermon titled “Restoration”, there were also group and team building activities, 
like overcoming obstacles and challenges, to foster team spirit and unity.

Practical    August, September

After 4 months of training, the trainees began the 2nd phase of the program, practical in the rural 
areas. We arranged to station the trainees in Kg Kaiduan. Under the guidance of their mentors, they 
collaborated with the local indigenous church to serve the local needs.

Participation in the flood relief operation      

September was Sabah’s rainy season. The heavy rainfall flooded some 
areas in Kota Kinabalu including surrounding villages. We invited the co-
worker of 7979 to conduct a disaster relief training session. Subsequently, 
the trainees had the opportunity to be involved in post flood relief operations 
such as cleaning of a primary school and homes of some local flood victims.

Participation in the food aid distribution     
Through collaboration with “Makan Kongsi 2.0”, the trainees assisted to 

distribute food aids to families under lockdown due to the virus outbreak 

in 3 nearby villages, helping nearly 100 families.

September

September

Micah 4 days 3 nights Mission Camp Micah 4 days 3 nights Mission Camp
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In 2012, in responding to the needs of the early childhood education (ECE) 
ministry by SIB Church, HISTEAM began to involve by supporting and 

contributing to the salaries of the local Indigenous teachers, 
as well as funds established to set up new ECE centres.

Breakthroughs Amidst the Lockdown

After the first round of Movement Control Order ended late last year, spirits 
were high as the preschools prepared for the new school year. But the 
excitement was short-lived when, the worsening pandemic outbreak forced 
the country into a new round of full lockdown, and with the government 
imposed the strictest measures of Enhanced MCO (EMCO) in Sabah, the 
preschools were again put into suspension.

In 2020, after gaining the experiences from the first 
enforced suspension, the agency in charge of the 
preschools, Jawatankuasa Pendidikan Pra-sekolah SIB 
Sabah (JPPS) was quick to come up with plans for the 
schools and teachers, to continue helping the students 
in their learning during the periods of lockdowns. 

As good as their plans were, the execution part was 
trickier. Some of the preschools are in the deepest parts 
of the interior where electricity and internet access are 
practically non-existent, making long distance learning 

almost impossible. But the pandemic demanded for adaptability, and 
when the teachers embraced the changes in their job, new breakthroughs 
and opportunities were brought about. Through a closer partnership and 
cooperation between teachers and parents, the students could continue their 
learning and development from home.

Looking 
Forward

We plan to f ind newer and 
more effect ive f inancial 

empowerment plans for the 
schools, so that they can 

gradual ly reduce their re l iance 
on f inancial  support of urban 

churches for the 
teachers’ salar ies.

Preschool 
Education Centre

From October 2020 to September 2021,

9
preschools 

were adopted

RM93,720 
 was contributed to the salaries 

of 13 pre-school teachers

128
children benefitted

RM6,175 
was released to support the 2nd 

year fees of One (1) preschool 
teacher enrolled for ECE 
diploma programme

(which is a 3-year, part-time programme)

27
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Looking Forward 

We pray that with the pandemic 
easing, all the students can go back 
to their KTB classes. We also plan 
to start improving the facilities at the 
KTB building, including setting up the 
power supply, installing lights and 
fans in the building, and repairing the 
faulty gates.

Kelas Teman Baca (KTB), or the companionship class, is a programme to provide a proper 
learning environment for children aged 7 to 12 in the villages and rural areas where such 

resources are scarce. The programme aims to spark the children’s interests in reading and 
learning, and through practicing teaching methods that are based on Biblical values, 

mould the children’s lives, and help them to develop Godly virtues.

Kelas Teman Baca

KTB Teacher: Cikgu Wanna (Left), Cikgu Yen (Right)

Operations During the Pandemic

While the pandemic was still raging, parents in Kg. Garau were very wary of 
sending their children to the KTB. After the discussion between the committee 
and teachers, they decided to temporarily stop all classes for the time being. 

Meanwhile, in Kg. Mangkapoh, the teachers 
still guide the students in their learning during 
the lockdown by continuing the KTB with some 
adjustments made to the running of the classes. 
In compliance with the SOP, teachers divided 
the students into groups of four, with each group 
taking turns to attend the classes at the teachers’ 
residence. For the teachers, these changes meant 
that from a schedule of three classes per week, 
now they would be having classes every single 
day of the week. The students joined the classes following the roster set by the 
teachers, faithfully attending the lessons at every appointed time. In the class, they 
wore face masks and maintaining social distancing with their friends. 

In July, as the pandemic situation worsened, and some villagers started to fall sick, 
the committee and teachers swiftly halted the classes until the EMCO was lifted. 
As the months passed by, the situation improved and the sick in the village also 
slowly recovered. Finally, on the second week of October, the KTB once again 
resumed classes for the students.

Taking turns to attend the classes 

From October 2020 to 
September 2021,

2 KTB
one is currently suspended 

due to the pandemic, while the 
other is still operating in the 
form of small group classes

2 KTB 
tutors sponsored 

8
students benefitted

RM2,930
paid out for tutors’ allowances, 
teaching materials, and learning 

equipment
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There are 

8 new recruits
for the fourth batch 
Micah training program; 
namely, from right to left 
Chun Siew Yoong (44, Pahang), 
Nelson Huang (18, Sabah), 
Moses Goh (24, Sabah), 
John Choong (39, Pahang); 
Chia Jean Roy (19, Johor), 
Lim Xiang Yi (18, Johor), 
Loh Li Bo (19, Johor), 
Ling King Chai (33, Sarawak) 

Discipling next generation 
to be true disciples of Christ – 
teach them to do justice, love mercy, 
prepare them to enter the 
cross-cultural mission fields, 
and send them to walk humbly 
with the Indigenous people to bring about 
transformation to the community.

29

Micah Centre  

Playing Catch Up with Changes

Due to the restrictions of Movement 
Control Order (MCO), no visiting lecturers 
were able to make it to the Centre for 
their classes. With the school being in 
the mountains, and the fact that the 
telecommunication signals were not 
strong and steady enough to have the 
classes conducted over the internet, 
there was no choice but to have the 
mentors in the Centre taking up the duties 
of conducting the classes themselves. 
But thanks be to God for guiding the 
mentors in handling their tasks well on 
short notice, and the team of mentors 
could share the workload between them, 
ensuring the training could be continued 
without disruption. 

During the training, several trainees carried some physical aches and 
ailments, which brought them constant discomforts and affected their 
ability to focus on their studies. But again, glory to God, that through 
unceasing prayers, many of their sicknesses and pains were healed or 
greatly reduced. For some other trainees, the pains and hurts were not 
in the body but in the spirit; and also, by the power of God slowly and 
surely, they too receive His deliverance and healing grace from their 
many long-held and hidden wounds.

In our initial plans, the trainees were to be sent to different villages in 
the rural areas for their practical as part of the training, but the travel 
restrictions of MCO put our plans to a stop. But God has His own ways 
– He opened the door for some churches in other, nearer villages to 
receive the trainees to live and serve in the communities.
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The lesson that I liked most 
In our training school, our mentors always 
encourage us to spend more time pursuing 
God, try to squeeze more time to read His 
word, pray and devotion. I really loved and 
enjoyed my 4am time slot, I’ll wake up, 
walked into the outdoor, worshiped and 
waited upon God under the clear starry sky, 
and it was so wonderful.     

Some of our foundation courses, such as: 
Spiritual Discipline, Discipleship, Ministering 
Skills, etc, allowed me to refresh and review 
what I have learned from another perspective, 
this had greatly benefited me. The lesson I 
like most is Creation Care, this is not limited 
to environmental care and recycling of 
resources, it also includes our relationship 
with God, human being, land and other living 
creatures, another interesting fact is, what is 
God’s will towards man in Creation Care? 
Wow! All these are new to me.     

He is never absent 
Thank God, I have grown a lot both spiritually 
and emotionally under the guidance of our 
mentors.  I have the reassurance that I am 
a precious child of the almighty God, and 
He has given the Holy Spirit to guide me 
in everything I do. Over here, I learnt to 
venture into and do the things that I disliked 
and refused in the past, such as: Song 
leading, chairing a worship service, sharing 
testimonies, preaching, etc. I am thankful 
to God for helping me, to be overcomer, to 
pray and seek Him first. Abba Father is a 
faithful God, He accompanied me on every 
occasion, He is never absent. 

Commencement of the fourth session of Micah Centre training 
The opening ceremony was held online on April 24

Starting in-person training classes 
The trainees formally began their training in-person: practicing 
simplicity lifestyle and self-discipline, strengthening spiritual 
exercises, improving Malay language skills, training in the Word and 
ministry knowledge and skills, and learning to live in a communal life.

Nationwide Movement Control Order  
No cross-district travels for visiting lecturers – remotely located 
and lack of internet access meant no online classes in Micah 
Centre. The tutors stepped in to teach the lesson themselves.

Entering practical services  
With the MCO still in effect, the trainees were assigned to the 
nearby village churches within the district for their practical. The 
trainees learned to partner with the churches to serve the local 
believers and villagers.

Food aid and disaster relief ministry 
The trainees had the opportunity to take part in the ministry to 
distribute food packages to the needy families in the villages. 
After the area was struck by a massive flood, the trainees also 
helped in the disaster relief and recovery work, including helping 
to clean up the local houses and school.

Ministering to the Indigenous People 
After a period of contact and mingle with the local indigenous 
people, our trainees mainly involved in youth discipleship ministry, 
house visitations, assist in setting up of family altar and community 
services.  

Official Closure of Training  
4th batch of training will officially end on 9th Jan. 2022,  followed 
by a graduation ceremony. 
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From this batch of students 
who had experienced the 
goodness of “Yuan Han 
Journeying Together”, we pray 
that someone will commit to 

serve the indigenous people. Given the opportunity of 
practical services and ministering at the nearby villages, 
School of Micah had built stronger relationship with the 
local villagers and are now accepted as a member of 
this community. We are looking forward to having more 
collaboration to develop this community together.    

Vision
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FINANCIAL REPORT 2020

TOTAL RECEIPTS 2020  

RM3,769,802.35

TOTAL PAYMENTS 2020   

RM3,766,328.09

PAYMENTS 2020 

Serve The East 
Project,   

25%

Ministerial Fund,  
14%

Disaster Relief 
Response 3%Other Ministry 

Development 
Projects,  8%

7979 Project 
50%

Administration & 
Resource 

Management,  
9%

Awareness, Education 
& Communication,   

8%

Designated Funds 
Releasable, 28%

7979 Project,   
24%

Serve The East 
Project,   10% 

Disaster Relief 
Management  

20%

Other Ministry 
Development 
Project, 1%
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He has shown you, 
O mortal, what is good.
And what does the Lord 
require of you? 
To act justly and to love
mercy and to walk 
humbly with your God. 
Micah 6: 8 
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